DM User Group Agenda- December 6th, 2012  Location: 228 Student Ctr. Addition

New items

❖ Professional Service
   ▪ “Reviewer, Journal” added to Position/Role (this is for faculty who are a recurring review for a journal, not just a one-time reviewer)

❖ Public Service
   ▪ “Volunteer” added to Position/Role (request of Pharmacy)

❖ Theses & Dissertations
   ▪ “Inactive” added to Stage of Completion (This is for students who have left the program, have stopped working on the degree, or have taken a leave)

❖ Scheduled Teaching
   ▪ Enrollment is now editable data field
   ▪ Now has: “Add a new Item”, “Delete”

❖ Program and Curriculum Development Screen
   ▪ This was created for B&E Sedona data transfer and is now available to all units.

❖ Directed Student Learning Screen
   ▪ “Explanation of Other” - added
   ▪ “Mentor”, “Advisor” added to Involvement Type drop-down list

Other

❖ OSPA Data Clean-up
   ▪ PI’s moved to 1st position, then descending % of funding, then alphabetically

❖ Implementation Status

❖ Questions/Comments/Conversation – (Performance Evaluation “Crunch Time!”)